Scarth Hall, Staindrop
A HALL FOR ALL

A HALL FOR ALL is the strapline created as part of Scarth Hall’s application to the Big
Lottery fund in 2015; it was inspired by the original Trust Deed which states that
Scarth Hall is a place for the benefit of everyone. The spirit and aims of the Trust
Deed are carried through to the Constitution of Scarth Hall CIO as well as our new
mission statement, aims and commitment below.
Mission:
To improve the health and wellbeing of everyone by providing the best community
facility in the Staindrop area.
Aims:
Scarth Hall aims to be a community venue that:


is accessible and welcoming to everyone.



is clean, safe and well-maintained.



encourages the whole community to get involved and shape the future of the Hall.



provides a variety of affordable, appealing spaces and facilities for all types of
event.



hosts a range of social, leisure, health and well-being activities and events to
benefit and involve the whole community.

Commitment:
The Trustees of Scarth Hall will:


work to the highest standards in all aspects of managing of Scarth Hall.



listen to the needs and views of everyone that uses the Hall.



ensure that Scarth Hall recognises and rewards the invaluable contribution of the
volunteers who support this community venue.



use income from hires and events to ensure that the hall, its facilities and
equipment are improved and maintained to a high standard in the long-term.



engage and consult with the community to find out what people want from the
Hall so that everyone gets maximum benefit and enjoyment from it.



promote the Hall and the activities and events taking place to ensure that
everyone has the opportunity to enjoy what Scarth Hall offers.
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phone:

scarthhall@gmail.com
scarthhall.co.uk
facebook.com/scarth.hall.staindrop
twitter.com/scarth_hall
07881 248478
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